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Introduction
The “Albatross” is Android device based application which is used together with Snipe unit to deliver a
pilot the best vario – navigation system. With the Albatross, pilot will see all relevant information
needed during the flight on customized nav-boxes. All graphic design was set in such way to deliver all
information as intuitive as possible to put away some pressure of the pilot. Albatross is working the best
with Snipe ground unit. Communication is done via USB cable on high speed baud-rates delivering high
refresh data to the pilot. It works on majority of Android devices versioned from Android v4.1.0 forward.

Key features of the Albatross






Intuitive graphic design
Customized nav-boxes
Customized colors
Fast refresh rate (20Hz)
Easy to use
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Using the Albatross application
Main menu
First menu after power up sequence can be seen on picture.
Pressing “FLIGHT” button will reload last task used and start a new
flight, waiting for takeoff detection.

By selecting “TASK” button, user can choose what he would like to do
with task. More about that is written in “Task menu chapter”

To change application and operation settings, “SETTINGS” button is
used where next “Settings menu” is opened.

Button Logbook will show history of all recorded flights in past which
are stored on internal flash disk

“REGISTER ALBATROSS” is used to enter registration data. This is
needed to be filled only once.
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Flight
By selecting flight option from main menu, application will wait for
confirmation from pilot that last task is the one he wish to use. If Ok is
pressed then navigation screen will appear in other case (pressing
cancel), main menu will come back on, where user can load different
task form Task -> Load task option

Task menu
In task menu user can choose if he wish to load a task, create a new task or edit already created task.
All task files which Albatross is able to load or edit have to be saved
in *.rct file name and stored to Android device internal memory
inside Albatross/Task folder!
Any new created task will also be stored in the same folder. File
name will be the name of task which user will set under options.
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Load task
A list of all task files found inside Albatross/Task folder will be listed here for user to select which one he
wish to use for the flight.
New task
By choosing this option, user is able to create a task on the device. First start position needs to be
selected on Google maps. To zoom in use swipe with two fingers or double tap on the location to be
zoomed in. Once start location is selected make a long press on it. This will set a task with starting point
on the selected point. To fine set the exact position user should use jogger arrows (up, down, left right)
With slider, user can set orientation of the task to correctly position it to the map. By pressing Option,
user have an access to set other task parameters. Set the name of the task, length, start altitude,
working time and base elevation (elevation of ground where task will be flown (above see level). To add
a safety zones use three dots menu on upper right side. User can select between circular zone and
rectangular one. To move zone to right location it hast to be selected for edit first. To select it, use
middle circular button inside jogger. With every press on it user is able to switch between all objects on
map at the time (task and zones). The selected object is colored in yellow color! Direction slider and
Options menu will then change active object properties. To finally save the task to Albatross/Task folder
user must press SAVE button! After that it will be listed under load task menu.
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Edit task
Edit task option will first list all task fount inside Albatross/Task folder. By selecting any from the list,
user will be able to edit it, If name of the task will be changed, it will be saved to different task file, else
old / current task file will be overwritten. Please refer to “New task section” how to edit task once
selected.

Settings menu
Under settings menu different group of settings can be found.
User settings is the settings where user information can be entered.
Glider setting refers to all settings based to the glider which is used
for flight.
Under warning settings different warning options can be seen to
enable / disable and fine set warnings which user wishes to see and
hear.
Voice setting have a list of all voice announcements supported to
enable / disable them or fine set parameters of voice
announcements.
Graphic settings is used to define colors on main navigation page for
all objects used.
Vario/SC settings refers to vario parameters, filters, frequencies, SC
speed etc...

Always press “save icon” to have settings saved inside each settings submenu!
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User settings
Pilot name and surname: The name and surname will be recorder
inside IGC logger for later score and review
Pilot password: not in use jet
Copilot name: the name of helper which is also stored inside IGC
file. Not needed to be filed.
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Glider Settings
Glider ID: not in use jet
Glider name: Name of glider will be saved in IGC log file
Pair key: With v0.7.B50 or later on Snipe unit this parameter is not
important anymore, With older version before 0.7.B50 set Raven
serial number here. It has to be set correctly, else Snipe and raven
will have no communication – NO RF link!
Registration number: will be saved in IGC file
Competition number: tail markings – will be saved in IGC file
Weight: Weight of glider at minimum RTF weight in kilograms.
Span: Wing span of glider in use. Set in meters
Wing area: wing area in dm2
Polar: - not jet I use
Self launch: tick yes if any type of motor is used inside glider
Stall speed: minimum stall speed of glider in km/h
Vne: never exceed speed, in km/h
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Warnings settings
Altitude: altitude about ground when warning should came. Not jet
implemented.
Stall speed: when enabled stall warning will pop out. Not jet
implemented.
Vne: when enabled Vne will pop out. Not jet implemented.
Battery: When battery voltage drops under this limit warning will
pop out. Not jet implemented.
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Voice settings
Volume: volume of voice announcement in %
Line distance: announcement of off track distance in meters. When
set to 20m Snipe will report every 20m when plane is away of ideal
task line.
Altitude: Interval of altitude reports in meters.
Time: Interval of time report. 5 means working time will be reported
every 5min.
Inside: When enabled “Inside” will be reported when sector of point
is reached.
Penalty: When enabled number of penalty points will be reported in
different than 0 on start crossing.
Altitude gain: When enabled, altitude gain will be reported every 30s
when thermaling.
Vario: Set which kind of vario is announced every 30 s when
thermaling. It can be actual value or average value. Not jet implemented
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Graphic settings
Track line: color of the line which is an extension of glider nose
Observers zone: Color of point sectors
Plane symbol: color of plane symbol. Not jet implemented
Start sector: Color of start/finish sector
Support line: not jet implemented.
Task: Color of task
Bearing line: Color of line from nose of the lplane to the point of
navigation.
Map enable: not implemented jet
Auto zoom: not implemented jet

When color is changed such color selector is showed. Choose
starting color from the color circle and then use lower two sliders to
set darkness and transparency
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Vario/SC settings
Vario filter: Response of vario filter in seconds. Lower the value more
sensible vario will be.
Electronic compensation: Read manual of Raven to see which value
should be set here when electronic compensation is selected.
Range: Vario value of maximum beep
Silent limit: not jet implemented
Zero Frequency: Frequency of vario tone when 0.0m/s is detected
Negative Frequency: Frequency of vario tone when minimum vario is
detected (set in range)
Positive Frequency: Frequency of vario tone when maximum vario is
detected (set in range)
SC mode: not jet implemented
SC speed: not jet implemented
SC pulse: not jet implemented
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Flying with Albatross
Main navigation screen looks like on picture bellow.
On top header there is left arrow, right arrow, left time, right time and “Start” label.
Left and right arrow will be used to switch between different screens later and are not operational for
now.
Time on the left shows the actual time.
Time on the right shows remaining working time.
To ARM the task for start or make a restart of the task, press on “Start”. Label will be red when armed
and will go to black once start is detected.
To disable or enable the map use a long press on map section of the display. Every long press will toggle
map (on – off). To zoom in use zoom gesture with 2 fingers.
Plane is always positioned on the same position on map is orientated as “track up”.
On the bottom there are 6 navbox-es with different information's. Each navbox can be set by user what
to show. Make a short click on navbox which needs to be changed and navbox list will appear.
Inside triangle symbol on top right corner, number of already made triangles is displayed.
When flying try to cover track and bearing line. This will direct plane to the shortest way towards the
point on navigation.
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Revision history
05.04.2019

V0.2

05.03.2019

v0.1

- Pair key parameter is not in important anymore with newer
version of Snipe firmware (from v0.7.B50 and later)
- preliminary version
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